NOW AND FOREVER

It becomes clearer every day that something must be done about Voo Doo. And today 320 students vote to do it. As the Investigating Committee at its meeting this afternoon does not wipe the slate clean of chalk dust and articles of questionable origin, in fact unacknowledgeable, order out of the existent mess, permanent harm may be done to its own reputation and to the chances of getting a good publication for some time.

There is nothing in the path of immediate, definite action. All accusations and defences of Voo Doo and its personnel have been advanced; there is little left to say on either side. The investigating committee has done its work. And, after all, the edition of Voo Doo produced under the direction of Institute Committee representative, Jack M. Kyte, '41, has appeared on sale and has by this time been thoroughly appreciated.

We consider this issue a good one. Although there are obvious flaws of hurried work, it shows sparkle, ingenuity, and good sense everywhere. Its make-up is shoddy in spots, but its humor appeals, as it should, more to the intelligence of the reader than to his dullness, and its articles are interesting.

In a word, improvement.

Cats, like sharp razors, must not be swung wildly about in the air when they are not being used. Phosphorus is out of the bag. Cats, like sharp razors, must not be swung wildly about in the air when they are not being used. Phosphorus is out of the bag.

A LONG WAY TO GO

The banner headlines in our national dailies during the week just past, how ever various in subject matter, may be boiled down to a couple of striking, unavoidable conclusions: not only is the battle of Europe to be protracted and devastating war, but the conflict is still in the stage of alignments and alliances. Early in the week, the New York Times warned that “the battle of Europe is not yet decided.” The New York Times, in its March 12 editorial, warned that “the battle of Europe is not yet decided.”

One goes as is good as another as to what happens next; but in the future, it is certain that the gains of either side have been so completely balanced that nothing new will now appear to come to a mystic end. In the present, in their Hellenic adventure; Japan, essayed to look once again as a menace to the colonial interests of the Allies and the continental defense of America.

Let him who can discover any suggestion of conclusiveness in these events and per ture; to use it seems a hideous preview of the future for the United States, America in the manner of a schoolboy who has made up his mind to stab England in the back. Victory can come only from stabbing the heart of the enemy.” Where is this deadly blow to be struck at present, however, and by whom?

No, it is to be a long war, and a long test of our national resolve and our moral stamina, as in America. From here in, politics will be no issue. It is the American Association for the Advancement of Atheism which sent the letter, in the age of social liberation some remarkable institutions have sprung up. Nor all have to do with things political, either. Many have resulted from the simple American fetish of forming organizations for the purpose of improving the morals of other people. Thus, the pieces of the "anti-" and "prevention" of societies.

This fact makes the existence of the A.A.A.A. so refreshing. Here is an association which is seeking to bring our own down to build up. Here is a society with no petty aims or insignificant methods. Here is a group of people who are not attacking the sanest, the Nazis, the Communists, Fifth Columnists, Japanese, beasts, or skinny bathing suits; but are attempting to establish an ethical doctrine which transcends a divine influence.

Although the A.A.A.A. probably demands proof of the existence of a Supreme Being, it certainly had no doubt concerning the existence of Mr. Hoover. As was mentioned before, the society wrote a letter to the White House. Giving the widespread busi ness depression and unemployment conditions, then prevalent, the letter asked Mr. Hoover to withhold his annual Thanksgiving Proclamation because the gesture of giving thanks to a God that does not exist would be, at that time, even more foolish than usual.

The effect on Mr. Hoover seems to have been negligible. No doubt, the members of the A.A.A.A. were a bit perturbed that they haven’t heard anything about them in recent times. It is interesting, however, to speculate what he feelings today with Thanksgiving to be annulled, and a staggering national debt, several wars, football ..
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